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Is there a moral layer in our myths?
If you argue that there is a general moral layer in our myths, you are wrong. The Christians
added morals to our myths in their later "presentations and intepretations" of the original oral
tradition they wrote down, and argued that Freya was a slut, Lóki a swindler and Þórr an
untempered lowbrow etc. The same way, they systematically smeared our true heritage and
ancestors. They have done it ever since, either in ignorance and/or by design.

The Poetic Edda (what we have of the original version) can't be Christian influenced to any
remarkable degree. You would see that clearly if you understood the poems, and know the
Norse meanings and metaphores. The prose Edda is, one can argue. But, the prose Edda is not
myths. Neither is Hávamál, before one enter the metaphorical landscape from stanza 146.

In other words, the Christians did not write/invent the myths - but they were interpreting the
poetic Edda litterally, as any dummed down abrahamist would do. That was the moral layer
the Christians put in their later intepretations. There are no general moral layer in our myths.
The Christian litterate intepretations were used to smear our pagan ancestors. To show them
as lowbrow, primitive and immoral "barbarians". The fact is 100% opposite, you see.

So, how can we argue that the poetic Edda is not tampered with, that they were not
significantly different in the oral traditional past, and that the Christians did not "write in an
immoral layer". We can, because otherwise all of our myths would have no meaning. The same
goes for our fairytales, but to a lesser degree in the form of heroes and good deeds. That said,
like our myths, we have numerous fairytales with no good deeds or "moral" as well, even
though the theme and the meaning is all the same.

Morals did exist in our pagan laws and tribes, but morals as applicable layers in our myths do
not. By an applicable layer, we mean a layer you can recognize in all the myths. That layer
does not exist, and it does not matter how hard certain people want it to.

Let us take only one example here. Our myths are full of them;

In Skaldskáparmál Þórr lits the pyre of Baldr with his hammer. He then kicks a dwarf into the
pyre. "What a cruel immoral thing to do", would a child say, reading the myth litteraly. "Look
at how the Christians re-wrote our myths", would a pagan with an abrahamic mindset say.
"Look at what kind of idols our ancestors had, and how cruel they were", would a Christian say.
"Look at the cool Þórr in anger kicking a little dwarf into the pyre. Might is right dude!", would
a Vikings TV-show lowbrow plastic Viking fan say.

They are all too dumb to see that general moral is irrelevant to our myths. It has never been
relevant.

The dwarf kicked into the pyre is in Norse named Lét. The Norse meaning is "high
sound/bang". In other words, flintstone (stone used to lit by friction).

Did you know that it was a custom to sacrifice flintstones in the pyre for the dead? That it
makes a high sound and sparkles? Did you know that the flintstone is the life force, and is
Mjöllnir?

Did you know that the dead was buried with such stones of life force on the chest? (like the
later amulett of Mjöllnír, carried by a lot of plastic Vikings to this day). Did you know that this
dwarf by the name Lét goes together with the dead and beyond? That he is the attribute of
Þórr himself, and sacrificed for eternity? So the hammer/stone/heart/life force would again be
ignited, in the re-born? Why else would you think the myth tell of this "immoral Þórr"?

It's all about metaphores... It's not about moral.

Nature has no "human moral". Our myths are the patterns of Nature. They are coded science.



So, did not our ancestors have moral then? (a commonly asked question from my own
children and other "children" especially on Twitter.-) Of course they had. We have several
sources of moral, codex of honor, laws etc. from our pagan ancestors. They were of higher
moral than any of us today, I argue. But, the myths themselves have no general layer of moral,
their encoded meaning are not about that, and serves no such purpose.

The poetic Edda is as pagan as can be, and the myths loose their meaning if you insert moral,
either good or bad - in litteral sense. Skaldskáparmál would loose the enitre foundation of
coded knowlegde, as for the rest of them.

And, how would these myths even serve their purpose before the Christians arguable re-wrote
them with "bad morals"? I am sorry, but that's just not possible. It only serves the purpose of
New Age BS and Ásatru with an abrahamic twist - wich this "pagan community" reeks of.

The Christians were/are responsible for not understanding our myths, and on the basis of only
litteraly and therefore wrong conclutions, presenting our pagan ancestors as rapists, sluts,
traitors, murderers and thiefs. In best cases, like linear stories of moral and society from a dark
unlightened pagan past.

You know, being a pagan, and to be able to grasp what paganism is, demands a three digit IQ.
It demands a sacrifice for wisdom, reflection and stamina. It's not for the lazy.



Our "community"
I often hear so-called pagans use the term "our community", as it was a sort of pagan
community of any value out there. As a "Christian community" (read: sect), where you are
either "in" or "out". Well, if you have grown up in a Christian enviroment in for example United
Juice of America, you are probably so broken by this monoteistic mindset, that you simply are
not able to grasp what paganism really is...

Your so-called "pagan community" are a bunch of "digital soldiers" of opinions, scattered all
over the globe, useless without the Internet and modern constructs.

No, there is no such thing as a "pagan community", because paganism is about family and tribe,
by blood. Any other type of "community" is artificial and destructive. If you have read any
relevant history at all, you would know that paganism was set for destruction when these
bonds lost value and were de-constructed. Communities equals centralization, specialization
and quantity - not quality. Paganism is the opposite.

Any form of "community", and especially "a pagan one", will attract the absolute worst scum
and filth you possible can dig out.

Your tribe is your family, your relatives by blood. Those you trust 100%. Those you would go
to war with, and risk your own life for - every single one of them. That is why our ancestors
never used the term "community". That is why a tribe (in the correct term) never exceeded 150
individuals.

Stop looking for a "tribe" on the Internet, and believe that you are part of a "community"that
represent anything else than slander, envy, backstabbing and decay.

A tribe, you must produce yourself - through your own descendants.



The fear of being called a racist
Let us get things straight at once. The official definition of a racist is:

a person who shows or feels discrimination or prejudice against people of other races, or who
believes that a particular race is superior to another.

Racist is a buzzword, thrown out from all angles and at every opponent of the new liberal
"order" and often at persons that maybe would provide good arguments hard to contradict.

These days we see an accumulating push of the general "anti-racist agenda", in the aftermath
of the death of Africans living in America under what is known as "police brutality". There are
many interests linked up to these riots, from simple thiefs looking for something to loot, to
NGO´s backed by billions of dollars to paint a mirage, to political interests, pure
troublemakers, the anger of losers, victims of pure propaganda and so on. It is all mixed up in
a chaos of despair - that a few benefit from, and normal people (the majority) suffers under.
This unbalanced so called "racist police brutality" is not backed by any reliable statistic (there
is brutality against white people too), but it is used as a spark to revolt, with a complex
underlying foundation.

What is obvious from a logical and decent perspective, is that the anti-racist agenda is the most
racist of all. The white native European population (including Europeans living in America)
seems to be eternal submitted to the "original sind" of any possible ancestor, any historical
event - either historically right or wrong (mostly wrong). Any movement named "White Lives
Matter" is defined as "hate", while "Black Lives Matter" is praised. Even "All Lives Matter" is
concidered racist. Submissive white people (even the police) is "taking a knee" because Jewish
ships arrived at the US shores with slaves for their plantations in New Israel. It is all so absurd,
that it becomes comical, in a tragic way...

Well, back to the definition of "Racist"; I would argue that every healthy human being, of any
race, is racist. It is the most natural thing in the world. Ask yourself these questions:
-Do you not care more for your own children than others?
-Do you not care more for your family than others?
-Do you not care more for your kin than others?
-If you are from Africa: Do you not care more for your fellow Africans than for Europeans?
-If you are from Europe: Do you not care more for your fellow Europeans than for Africans?
Of course you do. If you are not sick.

...and by doing that, you naturally discriminate. If you as an African care more for your fellow
Africans, you are not only discriminating, but you also have prejudice. It is the most natural
thing in the world, and it is nothing wrong with it. If it was not so, you would probably not be
walking on this planet right now. It is all basic survival instincts.

Why is it so, that if you watch mainstream news and see a major long lasting reportage of
something meaningless at your local level, then followed by a 5 second short report of a
hundred killed on the other side of the globe (if it is even reported) is all "natural"?

Then, we have the superiority question in the definition;

Individuals are different. They come in all types, in every race - but race is not a social
construct. Secondly, there are differences, both physical and mental. Quite significant
differences, generally speaking. Differences that have been shaped through thosuands of years
in the process of natural selection and natural habitats. All that leads us to culture. And culture
eats modern systems for breakfast.

A native Congolese would be superior to a native Norwegian in Kongo. Without a modern and
artificial civilization, without constant shades, sun block, air conditioning, modern logistic



systems and the physical abilities like short muscle fibers and low fat percentage to naturally
get food; the Norwegian would soon die, if he did not move back to his natural habitat.

A native Norwegian would be superior to a native Congolese in Norway. Without a modern
and artificial civilization, without constant artificial supply of D-vitamins, heating, modern
logistic systems, high fat percentage and long muscle fibers to get food, and the mental ability
and culture to plan and have foresight; the Congolese would very soon die, of hunger and
disease, if he did not move back to his natural habitat.

So, I am not a white supremacist. But, I argue that a native Scandinavian is superior in
Scandinavia. That is all. And, best of all, Mother Nature agrees with me.

The fight against the so called "racism" is doomed to fail. You have to remember that the
problematic issues with "racism" occurs in multi cultural societies, ergo; in unnatural societies.
You can use the coming years to read the worlds written history the last 3 000 years. You will
find no examples of functional multi cultural societies. Not a single one. What you will find is
decay, turmoil, blood, genocide and desert... The multi cultural project has failed, and it was
always a failure.

Everyone likes their own best, and that should come to no ones surprise.

What allows a multi cultural population to even artificially exist, and to revolt, loot, use
violence, destroy and protest - is the gouvernment and institutions they think they revolt
against. Such a society needs first and foremost compliant slaves.

If we return to the somewhat 3 000 years of written history, you will find no bigger paradox
than what we are witnessing these days…



The overwhelming symbolism in our myths
You will never be "finished" reading the elder Edda, as a modern human being, weakened by
civilization, lack of memory, and the written few latinazed words you use daily. You might as
well admit it, once and for all: we really lost a lot the last 2 000 or so years. But, it can be
restored, with time, dedication and reflection.

Every stanza in the poetic Edda is fully packed with knowlegde and symbolism. They are in a
way made and ment for individuals knowing the mythical names, meanings, kennings and
stories - by heart.

In this way, you can randomly pick a stanza, and begin to crack the codes. These codes always
boils down to a pattern. This pattern is recognizable throughout our myths, songs, ballads,
fairy tales and poems.

I hereby give you one random example; Let us take stanza 42 in Völuspá. I have taken the
liberty to translate the stanza directly from modern Norwegian by professor Ludvig Holm-
Olsen to English. Why? Because most, if not all, modern translations by scholars are really
poor, in fact close to childish. Holm-Olsen is a small exception in my view, but his work is only
avaliable in Norwegian.

First, the modern Norwegian translation of the original Norse text:

"Satt der på haugen
og slo harpen,
gygras gjæter,
glade Eggtér;
over ham gol
i galgetreet

fagerrød, hanen
som Fjalar heter"

My English direct translation:

"Sat there on the mound
and stroke the harp,

the shepherd of the Gygri,
the happy Eggtér;

over him in the tree of the hung,
beautiful red, the rooster,
who's name is Fjalar"

There are 66 stanzas in Völuspá. This is only one of them. It starts with telling of a sitting on a
burial mound, striking a harp. Our ancestors did this, they visited the burial mounds of our
ancestors, to reflect, to gain memory, divine memory, from previous lives. To be sitting on a
burial mound and striking the instrument of Bragi (the god of poetry, inspiration - equivalent
to Óðinn) - yes, it is Óðinn sitting on the mound, just like it is Óðinn hanging in the tree of life,
given to himself by himself. Because, Óðinn is all your accumulated ancestors - in you!

There is no wonder that another kenning of Óðinn is the sheperd, nor that he is the shepherd
of the Gygri, because the Gygri is a Troll (Jötun), an avatar of the placenta, the She-Bear, the
witch etc. The meta physical, the blood memory - it stems from the same.

There is no wonder that another kenning of Óðinn is Eggtér - the happy shepherd. Another
such shepherd of Trolls and Jötnar is of course Þórr, keeping them "in check" at all times. The
name Eggtér is, no suprise, related to the egg, the seed and the actual "battle". The myths with
Þórr all tell of the same.



Then we have the beautiful blood red rooster, sitting and crowing in the crown of the tree
above him. As the eagle sitting in the crown of Yggdrasíll - representing the ancestral spirit
flying out with the re-born - the blood red rooster represents the same. Yggdrasíll, the terrible
horse, "the wessel of the spirit" is an avatar of the placenta. But, the rooster also carries
another significant symbolism related to the physical child and the physical birth as well.
Hönír is equivalent to Freyr - the ancestor, the child, the seed, the light elves, the kin etc.
Hönír is related to Lík (the physical body) - as the first of the other components being Vörðr,
Hamr, Hugr og Önd (represented by the other respective gods - Óðinn, Vile and Vé (Óðinn,
Lokí and Freyr, the spirit, the adrenaline and the physical body (inheritance).

The blood red rooster (yes, you are "red" as a newborn) is crowing, the same way you scream
when the sun rises symbolically - when you see the light again ("for the first time"), coming
out of the womb with your accumulated ancestral spirit. The same way the rooster crows at
every sunrise, the same way you scream every time you are born again. Every time you fall
from the world tree screaming, taking up runes, given to yourself, from yourself.

If this was not enough, we learn that this blood red rooster is named Fjalar. We know Fjalar as
a mythological dwarf. Besides being represented by metals, directions in the sky and well
known physical things, the dwarfs are "uncompleted things". And, above all, they are black
elves, namely your buried ancestors not yet re-born, dwelling in the soil (of black - away from
the sun) with all their rich belongings. Back to Fjalar, there is no coincidence that this rooster
is named Fjalar (or the dwarf in fact is the rooster) - because Fjalar togehter with his brother
Galar killed the giant Kvasír. Who was this giant? Well, then we have to take a closer look at
what the giant´s name Kvasír means; "the best extract of all the gods". Yes, the dwarfes killed
him, and made the poetic mead from his blood, being the blood memory, the ancestral
memory - the mead of the intellect, by the way; the same the fetus recieves from the placenta.

Now, you would understand clearly that a child in fact is an "uncompleted thing", standing
before life and inititations - and that both dwarfes and "busy little bies" of course are related to
young children as well.

I can go on and on.... From one single stanza in Völuspá...

“Vituð ér enn - eða hvat?”



Did the Vikings rape?
If you have been listening to your scholars, if you have ever been told anything about the
Vikings in public school or watched any lie propaganda TV-show, you have been told that the
Vikings first and foremost raped and looted. For some fundamental background information,
please read this article first: The origin of our traditions and Christianity´s influence on these.

As we know today, rape was the most dishonorable crime you could possible commit in our
Norse tribal societies. Such criminals were either outlawed (anyone could kill them without
any consequence, to restore balance) or they were killed swiftly and placed in a bog (to be
forgotten, and for hygiene purposes of the tribe).

Thus, we naturally have no sources of "raping Vikings". Not a single one. It is a huge paradox
when all we hear from scholars is the eternal need for sources to even make a perfectly logical
statement or conclusion.

[image omitted]

The Vikings, yes, they destroyed Christian scholars, monasteries and structures of harm and
threat to the free pagan Scandinavia (and Europe). The Christians wrote it all down, but there
is no record of any rape.

The St. Bertin Annals is the main source for the Vikings preemptive attacks towards the
Christians - and it is not containing a single word of rape by the Vikings. The annals describe,
however, two occations of rape attempts. These two episodes involved the Christian Franks
that raped (or tried to rape) a nun and two other women of high social rank. In all cases, the
women fled to the Vikings for their protection.

That is all we have, amongst the sources for several hundred preemptive attacks towards the
Christians, and some in detail.

And, if you want to read more about the Christians raping poor women, later protected by our
honorable pagan ancestors, read the entire St. Bertin-Annals, and the commentary of J. Nelson,
op. cit: 47 and C. Krag, op. cit. 1996: 11.

As we all know, the Christians wrote it all down. They wrote just about everything as
downgrading they could about our ancestors. If there was one, just one "Viking rape" - be
assured that they would have painted the annals and all their history books with it, from top to
bottom.



The Wild Boars are coming!
This MSM headline from Norway is:

“Wild Boars in Norway - what now?”

[image omitted]

If you did not already know, man is not above Nature. The industrial scale agri farmers are
screaming in fear, because their depleted civilized corn fields now face a new threat. The evil
Boar that will destroy everything. Even your white loaf you queue up for at the concrete
grocery store will be gone! Their imported Asian slaves will not be able to pick anything,
because the evil Wild Boar will eat it all... The gouvernment must step in!

Wild Boars in Norway are nothing new. In the bronze age, the country was packed with Wild
Boars from Trøndelag in the north and all the way down. Actually, the main source of meat in
Rogaland and Hordaland was Wild Boar (the furthest west you can possible get, away from
the continent).

Naturally, in this period of history, the climate was slightly warmer - actually more like
southern part of France. We had more forest, more oak and leaf trees. Our neighbour in the
east, Sweden, only had a very few Wild Boars only 15 years ago. Now, they are all over -
walking and swimming across the border to Norway. In Sweden up to 200 000 Wild Boars are
hunted every year, and the Wild Boar population is rapidly growing, and doubles every third
year.

We are getting a climate more adjusted to the one we had in the bronze age, thus the Wild
Boar is returning, and the leaf trees as well. We are in a cyclus of pre-ice age, and the ice age
eventually will come.

As a Wild Boar hunter, as a Nature lover, a pagan, and as a dissident of the political man made
climate change hoax - I could not be more happy with the ancient threaths that lure around
the corner. Our dear Battle Pig is back charging in the forests.



The multi ethnic and multi cultural Vikings
Not long ago some "esteemed scientists" from the Uppsala Uni made the groundbreaking
discovery of a piece of clothing with embroideries. They thought one embroidery looked like a
Muslim symbol, and made the conclution that some Vikings for sure believed in Allah. They
were in fact Muslims, they said. You can either choose to laugh or cry, because it sounds like a
bad joke, but it is in fact a hostile one, and an attempt to lie for a propaganda purpose. For
more about that specific case, read this [odelsarven.com] article in Norwegian language:
Politisk "forskning" om Muslimske Vikinger.

Scientists today are worth nothing, and they prove it again and again. Scientists who have
their paper published and their work credited, are agenda-driven. Always. Now, some new
"scientific" reports were just released. They were just as stupid and blatantly biased as always.
Here is one example of an article from the "groundbreaking results":

[image omitted; text recreated below]
INVERSE
Sarah Wells
9.16.2020 5:00 PM
Shutterstock
“THE HISTORY BOOKS WILL NEED TO BE UPDATED.”
FAMILY TREE
VIKINGS MAY NOT BE WHO WE THOUGHT THEY WERE, DNA STUDY FINDS
HISTORY BOOKS TYPICALLY DEPICT VIKINGS as blue-eyed, blonde-haired, burly men sailing the North Atlantic coast to
pillage wherever they set foot on land. While some of that may be true, a new genetic study of Viking DNA is flipping much of
this history on its head.
In the largest genetic study of Viking DNA ever, scientists have found that Vikings - and their diaspora - are actually much
more genetically diverse than we may have thought and were not necessarily all part of a homogenous background.

[end]

Some few samples have been analyzed, from the period before and under "the Viking era" or in
what they call "the Viking world". Some articles sum up these results more biased than others -
but the main red thread is;

History must be re-written! The Vikings were not blond! They were mixed! They were a multi
cult gang from all over the world, south of Europe, Asia and what not!

First of all, you have to understand that science like this, and especially the media outlets that
write about them are marxist sponsored. They have one main objective, and that is to de-
construct everything ethnic and traditional that do not fit into the political narrative. Secondly,
you have to use common sense. Ony the dumbest of the dumb beleive this kind of blatant
propaganda.

Ethnic Skandinavians (yes, those who actually come from Scandinavia) have an overwhelming
physical presence of blond hair (light, dark, ash, dirty shades of blond) and blue eyes (steel
blue, dark blue, grey). I remind you, ethnic Skandinavians TODAY have these traits as the
absolute majority.

So, then you are suppose to believe what the scientists and the hostile media are telling you:
That Scandinavians only 25 generations ago were mixed and in general did not look like
ethnic Scandinavians do today? That our traits, being non-dominant, have changed from all
dominant to non-dominant in under 25 generations? We suddenly went blond and blue eyed?

This is simply not possible. The headlines are laughable. And, the agenda is clear as day. If
dark hair and brown eyes were a normal thing in Scandinavia a thousand years ago (even a
noticable portion of the native population) - I have news for you: We would probably all have
dark hair and brown eyes today.

If one should recommend any relevant education of any formal type, I would suggest to pick
out a basic biology book written before the religion of relativism and multi culturalism. But, I
warn you - you can be offended. Just like matemathics, it can sound racist…



Timelessness and Eternity
Why is it so - that modern humans struggle to understand our myths and fairy tales? Well,
there are several reasons for it, but one major and all-encompassing reason is our perception
of time.

We will not explain the reasons for this accumulative lack of understanding here, but rather
explain in wich context our myths and fairy tales should be understood - and not at least in
wich context our forebears told and understood them.

So, what is time?
Is it a line from beginning to end? From Aldrdaga until Ragnarök?
Is it the parts of past, present and future?

What we can say, is that time is perception. We all have a perception of time. We can also
make the statement that no modern human being can grasp the concept of eternity. The only
perception of time we are able to really grasp is the instant. The only actual time for mortals.

If we pragmatically and theoretically try to define timelessness, it would be like if you had a
stopwatch - a magic watch that could stop the world around you, and you could walk around
in it, like in a paused movie. What you did in this case, was to go from the state of finite to
infinite.

The only way you can stop the present is as an infinite - an immortal so to speak. You would
not have a normal perception of time anymore. You would actually be able to percee eternity.

Our myths and fairy tales are timeless. They are eternal. Like Mother Nature. Like outher space.
Yes, they contain the perception of the instant in their entertaining format - but they all spin in
circles and never end. They are above time, above the instant - and beyond our perception of
it. The same way that Aldrdaga is Ragnarök and Ragnarök is Aldrdaga. The same way that you
are your ancestors and your ancestors are you - in paused instant.

This understanding and perspective is crucial if you want to even begin to grasp what our dear
European and Norse myths and fairy tales are all about.

In the core essence; it is what makes them pagan.



A thousand years of rain and The Thirty Years' War
The Thirty Years' War from 1618 to 1648 killed more than 8 million Europeans. A fratricidal
war over facets and details of a foreign monotheistic desert religion.

This war occupied Christian ethnic Europeans with internal slaughter of their own for an
entire generation.

At the same time, in a weakened Europe, in a Christian civil war, another head of the three-
headed Abrahamic troll once again fortified itself in Eastern Europe, having been driven out of
our continent a number of times, in the Europeans' struggle to liberate someone else’s (the
Jews) Holy Land and Temple in the Middle East. A new Monotheistic Abrahamic desert
religion of the same origin was fortified: Islam.

The result of the ensuing wars in the Balkans, no further embroidery is needed.

Europe has been tormented and divided by this three-headed troll from before Julian in the
300s, and ever since Christianity emerged as a small Jewish sect about 2 000 years ago.

For our own part, the misery was initiated by Charlemagne's slaughter of the Saxons, which
was the spark to the true resistance - the Viking Age. Then the Dark Ages with civil wars and
decay followed, by the Judeo-Christian struggle against the renaissance, with book bonfires,
witch-burnings, murders, philosophical purges and torment.

We have already had a thousand years of rain, and have fought the wars of others long enough.
The troll still has three heads on the same body. Now the other head has protruded, in all its
abomination.

No more brother wars!

"No wild animal is as dangerous for humans as Christians are to each other"
Flavius Claudius Julianus Augustus (331-363)



The Troll layers
It is videly discussed if the different deities, figures and creatures in our mythology, fairy tales,
songs and culture can represent multiple things, events and processes on different levels.

There is hardly no exaggeration when we say that all native Norwegian children have been
growing up with Trolls. In all shapes and forms. They are a big part of our culture, in art, in
small or even big figures (handmade or bought) at the shelves in private homes and cottages.
We see the Trolls out in our Nordic Nature, in mountains, stones, snow covered trees, hills, in
foggy weather and winter storms. (No, not in scary "human shapes" for real, but at a more
subtile level). We even have a known word for this sublime, grim beauty - namely "Trollsk". It
is a description of a state of mind. It is difficult to frame it with words, but it is the state of
mind that artists like Theodor Kittelsen incapsulated in his drawings.

["Skogstroll" (a Forest Troll) by Theodor Kittelsen; image omitted]

Already now we understand that Trolls represent multiple things, on different levels.

If we take a look at the etomology of Norse - Troll, it is related to Ettin (Norse: Jǫtunn, Jötul
etc.). The word relates to a "scary" creature, a devourer, a big eater. They can be greedy. They
are primordial powers, often very strong and not very sofisticated. They are old, very old, and
some even "all knowing".

They are Nature, wild and untamed. They are often "early versions" so to speak, the same way
that dwarves are "uncompleted" things. Thus, the Trolls come in different forms and shapes, as
Mountain Trolls, Sea Trolls, Water Trolls, Forest Trolls etc.

["Det rusler og tasler" by Theodor Kittelsen; image omitted]

When the water fills the crack of a mountain and shapeshifts to ice, nothing can stop its
primordial strenght. It will crack the mountain open, and demand its space... Like a winter
storm can lead you astray, and take your life swiftly, if you do not adjust to it and outsmart it.

The Trolls are duality. They both help you and can swiftly kill you. They can be beautiful, but
at the same time scary.

["Hulder" by Theodor Kittelsen; image omitted]

Huldra (a female Troll) in the form of a beautiful lady (with a tail hidden) will attract you and
lure you into her cave. Yes, you will enter the realm of death...

Just like Natures duality, the Ettin powers are also to be found in yourself, at a personal level.
It can be recognized as greed, envy, gluttony, un-kindness etc. These primordial powers are
not in sum evil per se, but necessary indeed, at a managable level - balanced by the powers of
the Gods. Yes, there is no coincidence that the Gods are related to these primordial powers,
that their ancestors and even partners and counterparts indeed in many cases are Jötnar.
There is no coincidence that Þórr (Midgard's Veurr, your willpower and lojalty, gravitation and
deity for weather, wind and crops) in the myths fights for his life force, slaying Jötnar and gets
re-born. Þórr is not only a personification of a human child, he is the same powers in you as
well. There is no good or evil. There is only pagan balance.

["Troldet som grundet over hvor gammelt det var" (The Troll that pondered over how old it
was) by Theodor Kittelsen; image omitted]

The Trolls are "twins", connected to the Gods. They are the old Kings and Queens. They must
be overcomed by the Gods, by a new King or Queen. They are always outsmarted, fought and
slain in our myths and fairy tales - and the eternal metals and items of their riches - the
memory, the life force is achieved by their successors. Their "all knowing" memory is



transferred, just like in the myth Alvissmál and others where Þórr enters the cave of an Ettin or
a Dwarf, or when Askeladden (the Ashlad) outsmarts the Cave Troll and acquires the same.

Yes, you find the Trolls at every pattern of Nature, in yourself, in your quest for glory, in your
fights for loyalty, kindness and modesty, in the meetings with others, in wild and untamed
Nature with all its sublime darkness, beauty, dangers, horrors and mercilessness. The same
way a a newborn child has been fed by the devourer and ancestor in its cave, been fighting the
primordial powers and replaced its old slain King, its ancestor and twin - re-born.

"The Troll alone
takes sudden revenge;
the coward never"

- Grettirs saga



Pagan Wisdom in the Dystopian Present
Modern civilization is dystopian. We live in a modern feydal system, ever increasing peoples
enslavement to it - with eyes wide open, in a zoombie like state. The vast majority blindly trust
the system and the regulators, uncritically allowing it to take control of every aspect of your
life, your childrens life, and even your DNA in the present and thus for all forseeable future -
to buy ones false safety here and now for every threat and sympthom caused by the same
system. Safety for possible a few months, they say, just to reach the summit of misery...
causing only acceleration of an ever crippled slave humanity, under the control of the few -
going in circles of fear and propaganda, until all comply. Because behind the mountain top the
politicians are telling us we are "soon" on top of, a new and even higher one will appear. This,
in the biggest human experiment there is, and ever was.

In this extreme enviroment, modern medicine and big pharma are the returning Messiah and
the Church of our days. "The new religion", with the same script, is chanted by the new priests;
the scientists (those who comply) and politicians (mostly traitors). These are apparantly the
only saviours and hope for the masses - to "cure" all weakness, unsustainable continiued life
styles and secure the "modern human rights" via a DNA adjusted jab passport proof - to still
enable the boomer holiday and keep fueling modern unsustainable economics while tracking
your every move. You get, in the short term, to enjoy travelling business and leisure in a way
both Kings and peasants only could dream of in all human history. For you to have your "bread
and circus" whilst the middle class perish (yes, that would probably be you). To make the
0,001% even more wealthy, and to herd the even more modified and domesticated,
propertyless and minimum citizen sallary cattle into the "sustainable development goals" of the
all united nations. Yes, a small layer of green colour on the exterior, for your eyes to be tricked.
The interior is bloody red - pure communism.

You will, if you do not comply and submit to their sick agenda, become an outcast. Well, we
should all become just that. We should become a good neighbour, but a bad citizen. We should
use our own minds and let Mother Nature take her course. We should let the mills of the Gods
grind. Because, we know that their mills grind slowly, but they grind final. We know that if we
cheat and take the easy way out in the present, we will be crushed under her grinding mill in
the future. Merciless.

Our pagan, strong, honorable, intelligent, un-selfish, kind and moderate ancestors knew this.
They survived far greater crises in the past, and they did not submit to tyrants. They did as the
bees in the beehives, they split the tribes when exceeding more than 150 individuals in their
"uncivilized" scattered settlements and chose their own idol leaders. Let us remind ourselves of
their wisdom and virtues, with only a few extracts of what is the reason that we are still here.

The quotes are taken from the Norse Eddas, sagas and the European Pagan philosophers of
antiquity.



"It is better to fight and fall,
than to live without hope"

"It is better do die with honor,
than to live in shame"

"It is better with a swift moment of honor,
than a life in shame"

"It is better to go out and fight,
than to be burned inside"

"The coward thinks he will live,
if he avoids the spear,

but the age will give him no peace"

"If you sense evil,
take it as that;

and never give the enemy piece"

"Courage is better,
than the might of the sword;

a brave man
can always win victory
with a blunt blade”

“Courage is better,
than being discouraged;

better is happy,
than being grumpy;

whatever your fate might be"

"The guess of the wise,
is the truth"

"The overrated,
are the biggest deceivers"

"Hard words,
break no bones"

"Stubborness brings
either more humiliation

or greater honor"

"A wise man does everything in moderation"

"Let the wounds of others,
be your warning"

"A small home is better than nothing,
with two goats and a roof,
you never have to beg"

"For your friend,
you should be friend,
and for his friend;

but for a friend of an enemy,
no man should ever be friend"

"If you have a friend,
and think well of him;

seek him up,
the weeds grow,

and the gras stands high,
on unwalked paths"

"Visit a friend invited,
but uninvited if he is in need"

"Something so unwise
you should never do,

than to argue with a fool"

"Waste not three words
arguing with a fool;
the wise gives in,

when the dumb strikes"

"Never make shoes,
or handles for weapons,
if it is not for yourself;
if the handle is skewed,
or the shoes too small,
unfortune is upon you"

"Brave and generous men live the best"

"Wealth is gone,
by a blink of an eye;
it is a wobbly friend"



"Death smiles to us all,
all you can do is to smile back"

"It is not death you should fear,
but that you do not start living"

"The value of a man,
is no greater than his ambition"

"Whatever you do,
do it with all your force"

"The cowards die,
many times,

before they die"

"There is only one way to happiness,
to not worry of things

that are beyond your control and will"

"It is not what happens to you that matters,
but how you react to it"

"Defend what belongs to you at any cost,
do not desire the belongings of others"

"Only a fool would pray to the Gods,
for things he can accieve himself"

"Is freedom anything else
than to live as you wish?

Nothing else"

"Tolerance and apathy,
are the last virtues of a dying society"

"Inequality is to make everything equal"

"Nothing in the business of humans,
is worthy anxiety"

"Science is nothing else than an opinion"

"Ignorance towards the men of antiquity,
is to stay in childhood all our days"

"Ignorance is curable,
stupidity not"

"Lies travel faster than truth"

"The mills of the Gods grind slowly,
but they grind final"

"Death is often the best healer"

"The Gods give nuts to those without teeth"

"The Gods help those who help themselves"



Norðvegr and the first Globalism
Few know and are aware that we have had what historians call a civil war in Norway,
stretching over hundreds of years. The same historians claim that the main three areas of the
country fought against each other due to theories as famine, battle for resources, land and
petty pagan Kings waging war against each other almost as a tradition in of itself. Is this even
remotely true? Is this the whole explanation?

Before Christianity arrived with brutal force to our lands, conflicts between Kings were rarer.
The conflicts exploded during the forced Christianisation and accumulated further in the years
to come. Before this period, decisions were made locally by elections and selections –
processes supported by the smaller local tribes. The conflicts internally emerged after the
pagan principles were left behind, or rather forced away for a new authoritarian foreign rule.
The conflicts emerged when Kings inherited the Throne by blood, and not elections, selections,
and processes with tribal support.

The conflicts arose with Christianity and when the sell out Kings started to become
imperialistic, when they started a new tradition in taking several wives besides the Queen
(Norse: “friller”) – out of strategic means and to control, expand and accumulate more power.
This continental “custom” was adopted in the early years of Christian influence amongst
corrupted Kings. Their sons (which were many, with different women) – fought among each
other to claim the Throne, and this was an inevitable result, and brothers waged war against
each other.

This degraded form of inheritance of Kingdoms resulted in a practise where two or more
brothers could rule the same Kingdom. This was a compromised form of rule we have several
examples of throughout the Middle Ages. The allodial pagan laws were not compatible with
the Almighty Christian King with “powers” directly from the Christian God – and thus, we got
a practice that in its essence was a compromised form, a “little of everything” – ideologized by
a foreign religion, resulting in brother wars and tribal wars. It resulted in what is known as a
civil war, over several hundred years.

We know very well that this were no times of general famine, lack of resources or other
external factors that resulted in these conflicts and civil wars – other than religion, corruption,
and the catholic church (Rome´s) power grab through the Kings in Norway. It is the same
story we see today – with our present “Kings” and "politicians", and what we call “globalism”.

The civil unrest and the old Kingdoms had been laying in accumulating conflict with each
other and as well internally within themselves for over a hundred years – a period of
meaningless crusades to “free Jerusalem”, spilling Norwegian blood on foreign soil for the new
Jewish religion. This is the same insanity we see today, when our resources are used and our
soldiers fight under the Internationalist UN/US, for the exact same foreign powers and
“religion”, disguised as something “good” and for your own safety.

[image omitted]
The Norwegian King Sigurðr jórsalafari arrives in Konstantinopel on his crusade, after crushing
all the Muslims on his way there. Sigurðr shared the rule of the Kingdom of Norway with his

brother Eystein, that took care of the domestic business at home.

When the domestic division was at the deepest after the forced Christianisation, the Pope in
Rome sent in Cardinals and Bishops from the year 1152 and established the archbishopric. In
these times, this would today be the same as establishing an actual new nation, and a total
internationalization of our lands, a serf-province of the Christian world – directed from Rome.
This was the Jewish Cult Internationalist´s “divide and conquer” in a textbook manuscript. It
made Norway a little chip in the international game. The Kings lost their positions, or rather
the little that was left for them, and the local ability to rule and decide locally deteriorated.
The church accumulated not only land and properties, but also implemented heavy taxation
(at the time 1,5 grams of silver per household) directly to the Pope-seat, in addition to land



confiscations as the means for taxation of everything produced, whilst exploited by the new
order, in a feudalistic religious model. From here, the story goes on to the same tune – up to
this very day.

The present religion is modern science, modern medicine, climate change – the new world
order in the shape of “Agenda 2030”. The agenda has always been the same; to exploit you,
disarm you, strip you of freedom, property, and independence and make you all dependent of
the ruling authority. Our “Kings” and “decisionmakers” are still sitting around the continental
and international ”tables" of “elites”, betraying their people and selling out their homelands –
upon receiving the same “grace” and corrupt gifts and positions.

Little has changed. When you know the script, you can predict the future.


